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                                                         SAFETY PRECAUTIONS                              

                                            ( Electricity is a good servant but a bad master ) 

 

1. SAFETY is of paramount importance in the Electrical Engineering Laboratories. 

2. Electricity NEVER EXECUSES careless persons. So exercise enough care and attention in 

handling electrical equipment and follow safety practices in the laboratory. 

3. Avoid direct contact with any voltage source and power line voltages. (Otherwise, any such 

contact may subject you to electrical shock) 

4. Wear rubber-soled shoes. (To insulate you from earth so that even if you accidentally contact 

a live point, current will not flow through your body to earth and hence you will be protected 

from electrical shock) 

5. Wear laboratory-coat and avoid loose clothing. (Loose clothing may get caught on an 

equipment/instrument and this may lead to an accident particularly if the equipment happens 

to be a rotating machine) 

6. Girl students should have their hair tucked under their coat or have it in a knot. 

7. Do not wear any metallic rings, bangles, bracelets, wristwatches and neck chains. (When you 

move your hand/body, such conducting items may create a short circuit  or may touch a live 

point and thereby subject you to electrical shock) 

8. Be certain that your hands are dry and that you are not standing on wet floor. (Wet parts of 

the body reduce the contact resistance thereby increasing the severity of the shock) 

9. Ensure that the power is OFF before you start connecting up the circuit.(Otherwise you will be 

touching the live parts in the circuit) 

10. Get your circuit diagram approved by the staff member and connect up the circuit strictly as 

per the approved circuit diagram. 

11. Check power chords for any sign of damage and be certain that the chords use safety plugs and 
do not defeat the safety feature of these plugs by using ungrounded plugs. 

12. When using connection leads, check for any insulation damage in the leads and avoid such 

defective leads. 

13. Do not defeat any safety devices such as fuse or circuit breaker by shorting across it. 

Safety devices protect you and your equipment. 

14. Switch on the power to your circuit and equipment only after getting them checked up and 

approved by the staff member. 

15. Do not make any change in the connection without the approval of the staff member. 

16. In case you notice any abnormal condition in your circuit switch off the power to your circuit 

immediately and inform the staff member. 
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EXP NO:1                   STUDY OF MICROCONTROLLER 8051 

  

AIM 

 
To study the microcontroller and familiarize the 8051microcontroller kit 

THEORY 
 

A Microcontroller consists of a powerful CPU tightly coupled with memory (RAM, ROM or EPROM), 

various I/O features such as Serial port(s), Parallel port(s), Timer/Counter(s), Interrupt Controller, Data Acquisition 

Interfaces - Analog to Digital Converter(ADC), Digital to Analog Converter(DAC), everything integrated onto a 

single Silicon chip. 

It does not mean that any microcontroller should have all the above said features onchip. Depending on the 

need and area of application for which it is designed, the onchip features present in it may or may not include all the 

individual sections said above. Any microcomputer system requires memory to store a sequence of instructions 

making up a program, parallel port or serial port for communicating with an external system, timer/counter for control 

purposes like generating time delays, baud rate for the serial port, apart from the controlling unit called the Central 

Processing Unit. If a system is developed with a microprocessor, the designer has to go for external memory such as 

RAM, ROM or EPROM and peripherals and hence the size of the PCB (Printed Circuit Board) will be large enough to 

hold all the required peripherals. But, the microcontroller has got all these peripheral facilities on a single chip. So, 

development of a similar system with a microcontroller reduces PCB size and cost of the design. One of the major 

differences between a microcontroller and a microprocessor is that a controller often deals with bits, not bytes as in the 

real world applications. For example, switch contacts can only be open or close, indicators should be lit or dark and 

motors can be either turned on or off and so forth. 
The Major Features of 8051 Are: 

* 8-bit CPU optimized for control applications. 

* Extensive Boolean processing (single-bit logic) capabilities. 

* 64K Program Memory address space. 

* 64K Data Memory address space. 

* 4K bytes of on-chip Program Memory (in 8051 and 8751 only). 

* 128 bytes of on-chip Data RAM. 

* 32 bi-directional and individually addressable I/O lines. 

* Two 16-bit Timer / Counters. 

* Full Duplex UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver / Transmitter). 

* 6-source / 5-vector interrupt structure with two priority levels. 

* On-chip Oscillator and Clock circuitry. 

THE 8051 MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE 
The architecture of the 8051 family of microcontrollers is referred to as the MCS-51 architecture (Micro 

Controller Series-51), or sometimes simply as MCS-51.The microcontrollers have an 8-bit data bus. They are capable 

of addressing 64K of program memory and a separate 64K of data memory. The block diagram of 8051 

microcontroller is shown in fig. 

The 8051 have 4K of code memory implemented as on-chip Read Only Memory (ROM). The 8051 have 128 

bytes of internal Random Access Memory (RAM). The 8051 has two timer/counters, a serial port, 4 general purpose 

parallel input/output ports, and interrupt control logic with five sources of interrupts. Besides internal RAM, the 8051 

have various Special Function Registers (SFR), which are the control and data registers for on-chip facilities. The 

SFRs also include the accumulator, the B register, and the Program Status Word (PSW), which contains the CPU 

flags. Programming the various internal hardware facilities of the 8051 is achieved by placing the appropriate control 

words into the corresponding SFRs. The 8031 are similar to the 8051, except it lacks the on-chip ROM. 

PIN DESCRIPTION OF THE 8051 

1–8: Port 1: Each of these pins can be used as either input or output according to your needs. Also, pins 1 and 2 (P1.0 

and P1.1) have special functions associated with Timer 2. 
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9: Reset Signal: High logical state on this input halts the MCU and clears all the registers. Bringing this pin back to 

logical state zero starts the program a new as if the power had just been turned on. In another words, positive voltage 

impulse on this pin resets the MCU. Depending on the device's purpose and environs, this pin is usually connected to 

the push-button, reset-upon-start circuit or a brown out reset circuit. 

 

10-17: Port 3:as with Port 1, each of these pins can be used as universal input or output. However, each pin of Port 3 

has an alternative function: 

a. Pin 10: RXD - serial input for asynchronous communication or serial 

output for synchronous communication. 

b. Pin 11: TXD - serial output for asynchronous communication or clock 

output for synchronous communication 

c. Pin 12: INT0* - input for interrupt 0 

d. Pin 13: INT1* - input for interrupt 1 

e. Pin 14: T0 - clock input of counter 0 

f. Pin 15: T1 - clock input of counter 1 

g. Pin 16: WR* - signal for writing to external (add-on) RAM memory. 

h. Pin 17: RD* - signal for reading from external RAM memory 

18-19: X2 and X1: Input and output of internal oscillator. Quartz crystal controlling the frequency commonly 

connects to these pins. Capacitances within the oscillator mechanism optimal voltage 

20: GND: Ground 

21- 28: Port 2: if external memory is not present, pins of Port 2 act as universal input/output. If external memory is 

present, this is the location of the higher address byte, i.e. addresses A8 – A15. It is important to note that in cases 

when not all the 8 bits are used for addressing the memory (i.e. memory is smaller than 64kB), the rest of the unused 

bits are not available as input/output. 

29: PSEN*: MCU activates this bit (brings to low state) upon each reading of byte instruction) from program 

memory. If external ROM is used for storing the program, PSEN- is directly connected to its control pins. 

30: ALE: before each reading of the external memory, MCU sends the lower byte of the address register (addresses 

A0 – A7) to port P0 and activates the output ALE. External Chip (eg: 74HC373), memorizes the state of port P0 upon 

receiving a signal from ALE pin, and uses it as part of the address for memory chip. During the second part of the 

MCU cycle, signal on ALE is off, and port P0 is used as Data Bus. In this 

way, by adding only one integrated circuit, data from port can be multiplexed and the port simultaneously used for 

transferring both addresses and data.  
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31: EA*: Bringing this pin to the logical state zero designates the ports P2 and P3 for transferring addresses regardless 

of the presence of the internal memory. This means that even if there is a program loaded in the MCU it will not be 

executed, but the one from the external ROM will be used instead. Conversely, bringing the pin to the high logical 

state causes the controller to use both memories, first the internal, and then the external (if present). 

32-39: Port 0: Similar to Port 2, pins of Port 0 can be used as universal input/output, if external memory is not used. 

If external memory is used, P0 behaves as address output (A0 – A7) when ALE pin is at high logical level, or as data 

output (Data Bus) when ALE pin is at low logical level. 

40: VCC: Power +5V  

RESULT 

Studied and familiarized the microcontroller 8051 
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EXP: 2                          ADDITION & SUBTRACTION OF TWO 8-BIT NUMBERS 

AIM 

1) Write a program to find sum of two 8- bit numbers stored at 8200h, 8201h and store the result at 8202h 

2) Write a program to find difference of two 8- bit numbers stored at 8200h, 8201h and store the result at 

8202h 

 

Program for Addition:- 

Memory 
address 

Hex 
code 

Label Mnemonics Comments 

 90  MOV DPTR,#address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ……….. 

 ……….. 

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 F9  MOV R1,A Copy the value from accumulator to 
register R1 (R1=A) 

 90  MOV DPTR,# address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ….  

 ….  

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 29  ADD A,R1 A=A+R1 

 90  MOV DPTR,# address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ………  

 ………  

 F0  MOVX @DPTR,A Copy the result to external memory 

 80  SJMP  $ Here the program ends 

 FE  
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Program for subtraction:- 

Memory 
address 

Hex 
code 

Label Mnemonics Comments 

 90  MOV DPTR,#address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ……….. 

 ……….. 

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 F9  MOV R1,A Copy the value from accumulator to 
register R1 (R1=A) 

 90  MOV DPTR,# address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ….  

 ….  

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 99  SUBB A,R1 A=A-R1 

 90  MOV DPTR,# address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ………  

 ………  

 F0  MOVX @DPTR,A Copy the result to external memory 

 80  SJMP  $ Here the program ends 

 FE  

 

 

 

RESULT 

Executed the programs and verified the results. 
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EXP: 3       MULTIPLICATION & DIVISION OF TWO 8-BIT NUMBERS 

AIM 

1) Write a program to find Multiplication of two 8- bit numbers stored at 8200h, 8201h and store the result at 

8202h 

2) Write a program to find division of two 8- bit numbers stored at 8200h, 8201h and store the result at 8202h 

 

Program for multiplication:- 

Memory 
address 

Hex 
code 

Label Mnemonics Comments 

 90  MOV DPTR,#address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ……….. 

 ……….. 

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 F5 
F0 

 MOV B,A Copy the value from accumulator to B 
register  

 90  MOV DPTR,# address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ….  

 ….  

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 A4  MUL  AB A=A*B 

 90  MOV DPTR,# address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ………  

 ………  

 F0  MOVX @DPTR,A Copy the result to external memory 

 80  SJMP  $ Here the program ends 

 FE  
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Program for division:- 

Memory 
address 

Hex 
code 

Label Mnemonics Comments 

 90  MOV DPTR,#address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ……….. 

 ……….. 

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 F5 
F0 

 MOV B,A Copy the value from accumulator to B 
register  

 90  MOV DPTR,# address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ….  

 ….  

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 84  DIV AB A=A/B 

 90  MOV DPTR,# address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ………  

 ………  

 F0  MOVX @DPTR,A Copy the result to external memory 

 80  SJMP  $ Here the program ends 

 FE  

 

 

RESULT 

Executed the programs and verified the results. 
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EXP: 4                                                          FIND SUM OF N NUMBERS 

AIM 
Write a program to find sum of N numbers 

 Program:- 

Memory 
address 

Hex 
code 

Label Mnemonics Comments 

 90  MOV DPTR,#address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ……….. 

 ……….. 

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 FE  MOV R6,A Copy the value from accumulator to 
register R6 (R6=A) 

 FD  MOV R5,A Copy the value from accumulator to 
register R5 (R5=A) 

 79  MOV R1,#30 Load register R1 with internal memory 
location 30  30 

 A3 Rpt.1 INC DPTR Increment DPTR (DPTR=DPTR+1) 

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 F1  MOV @R1,A Store the value from Accumulator to 
internal memory location 

 09  INC R1 Increment R1 (R1=R1+1) 

 DD  DJNZ R5,rpt.1(address) Decrement the register R5 then jump to 
rpt if non zero (R5=R5-1)  FA 

 1E  DEC R6 Decrement R6 (R6=R6+1) 

 79  MOV R1,#30 Load register R1 with internal memory 
location 30  30 

 E7  MOV A,@R1 Load the content of R1 to A 

 09 Rpt.2 INC R1 Increment R1 (R1=R1+1) 

 27  ADD A,@R1 Add the values  

 DE  DJNZ R6,rpt.2(address) Decrement the register R6 then jump to 
rpt if non zero (R6=R6-1)  FC  

 90  MOV DPTR,# address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ….  

 ….  

 F0  MOVX @DPTR,A Copy the result to external memory 

 80  SJMP  $ Here the program ends 

 FE  

 

RESULT 

Executed the program and verified the result  
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EXP: 5                                                                      DATA TRANSFER 

AIM 

Write a program to transfer a block of data from one memory location to another memory location 

Program:- 

Memory 
address 

Hex 
code 

Label Mnemonics Comments 

 90  MOV DPTR,# address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ……….. 

 ……….. 

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 FE  MOV R6,A Copy the value from accumulator to 
register R6 (R6=A) 

 FD  MOV R5,A Copy the value from accumulator to 
register R5 (R5=A) 

 79  MOV R1,#30 Load register R1 with internal memory 
location 30  30 

 A3 Rpt.1 INC DPTR Increment DPTR (DPTR=DPTR+1) 

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 F1  MOV @R1,A Store the value from Accumulator to 
internal memory location 

 09  INC R1 Increment R1 (R1=R1+1) 

 DD  DJNZ R5,rpt.1(address) Decrement the register R5 then jump to 
rpt if non zero (R5=R5-1)  FA 

 90  MOV DPTR,# address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ….. 

 ….. 

 79  MOV R1,#30 Load register R1 with internal memory 
location 30  30  

 E7 Rpt.2 MOV A,@R1 Load the content of R1 to A 

 F0  MOVX @DPTR,A Copy the values to external memory 

 09  INC R1 Increment R1 (R1=R1+1) 

 A3  INC DPTR Increment DPTR (DPTR=DPTR+1) 

 DE  DJNZ R6,rpt.2(address) Decrement the register R6 then jump to 
rpt if non zero (R6=R6-1)  FA  

 80  SJMP   $ Here the program ends 

 FE  

 

RESULT 

Executed the program and verified the result 
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EXP: 6                                   LARGEST & SMALLEST  FROM AN ARRAY  

AIM 

1) Write a program to find the largest number of an array and display the result in memory location after the last 

byte of data. 

2) Write a program to find the smallest number of an array and display the result in memory location after the last 

byte of data. 

Program to find largest from an array:- 

Memory 
address 

Hex 
code 

Label Mnemonics Comments 

 90  MOV DPTR,# address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ……….. 

 ……….. 

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 FE  MOV R6,A Copy the value from accumulator to 
register R6 (R6=A) 

 FD  MOV R5,A Copy the value from accumulator to 
register R5 (R5=A) 

 79  MOV R1,#30 Load register R1 with internal memory 
location 30  30 

 A3 Rpt.1 INC DPTR Increment DPTR (DPTR=DPTR+1) 

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 F1  MOV @R1,A Store the value from Accumulator to 
internal memory location 

 09  INC R1 Increment R1 (R1=R1+1) 

 DD  DJNZ R5,rpt.1(address) Decrement the register R5 then jump to 
rpt if non zero (R5=R5-1)  FA 

 79  MOV R1,#30 Load register R1 with internal memory 
location 30  30  

 1E  DEC R6 Decrement R6 (R6=R6-1) 

 E7  MOV A,@R1 Copy the value to accumulator 

 09 Rpt.2 INC R1 Increment R1 

 FF  MOV R7,A Copy the value from accumulator to R7 

 96  SUBB A,@R1 Subtracting with borrow 

 EF  MOV A,R7 Copy the value from R7 to accumulator 

 50  JNC skip (address) Jump to address if no carry 

 …….  

 E6  MOV A,@R1 Move data from R1 to accumulator 

 DE Skip DJNZ R6,rpt.2(address) Decrement R6 and jump to address if non 
zero 

 ………    

 A3  INC DPTR Increment DPTR 

 F0  MOVX @DPTR,A Load data with external memory through 
data pointer 

 80  SJMP  $ Here the program ends 

 FE  
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Program to find smallest from an array:- 

Memory 
address 

Hex 
code 

Label Mnemonics Comments 

 90  MOV DPTR,# address Load DPTR with external address …………… 

 ……….. 

 ……….. 

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 FE  MOV R6,A Copy the value from accumulator to 
register R6 (R6=A) 

 FD  MOV R5,A Copy the value from accumulator to 
register R5 (R5=A) 

 79  MOV R1,#30 Load register R1 with internal memory 
location 30  30 

 A3 Rpt.1 INC DPTR Increment DPTR (DPTR=DPTR+1) 

 E0  MOVX A,@DPTR Load the value from external memory to 
Accumulator 

 F1  MOV @R1,A Store the value from Accumulator to 
internal memory location 

 09  INC R1 Increment R1 (R1=R1+1) 

 DD  DJNZ R5,rpt.1(address) Decrement the register R5 then jump to 
rpt if non zero (R5=R5-1)  FA 

 79  MOV R1,#30 Load register R1 with internal memory 
location 30  30  

 1E  DEC R6 Decrement R6 (R6=R6-1) 

 E7  MOV A,@R1 Copy the value to accumulator 

 09 Rpt.2 INC R1 Increment R1 

 FF  MOV R7,A Copy the value from accumulator to R7 

 96  SUBB A,@R1 Subtracting with borrow 

 EF  MOV A,R7 Copy the value from R7 to accumulator 

 …….  JC skip (address) Jump to address if  carry 

 …….  

 E6  MOV A,@R1 Move data from R1 to accumulator 

 DE Skip DJNZ R6,rpt.2(address) Decrement R6 and jump to address if non 
zero 

 ………    

 A3  INC DPTR Increment DPTR 

 F0  MOVX @DPTR,A Load data with external memory through 
data pointer 

 80  SJMP  $ Here the program ends 

 FE  

 

RESULT 

Executed the programs and verified the results. 
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EXP: 7                                    ASCENDING & DESCENDING OF AN ARRAY  

Aim:    1) Write a program to arrange an array in ascending order. 

             2) Write a program to arrange an array in descending order. 

Program to arrange in ascending order:- 

Memory 
address 

Hex 
code 

  Label                     Mnemonics       Comments 

 ….  mov  r0,#05H Count(N-1),  array size=N 

 90 

 

…. 

 

…. 

rpt1 mov dptr,#address Array stored from address…. 

 ….  mov  r1,#05H Initialize exchange counter 

 E0 rpt2 movx a, @dptr Get the number from array to 

accumulator 

 F5 

 

50 

 mov b,a Store data to B register from A 

 A3  inc dptr Increment dptr 

 E0  movx a, @dptr Get the number from array to 

accumulator 

 ….  clr c Reset carry flag 

 ….  mov r2,a Store in r2 

 DE  subb a,b a=a-b 

 50  jnc skip Jump if no carry to address 

 ….  mov a,b a=b 

 F0  movx @dptr,a Get the number from accumulator to 

dptr 

 ….  dec dptr Decrement dptr 

 ….  mov a,r2 a=r2 

 F0  movx @dptr,a Get the number from accumulator to 

dptr 

 A3  inc dptr Increment dptr 

 DD 

…. 

skip djnz r1,rpt1 Decrement and jump if non zero(r1) 

 …. 

…. 
 djnz r0,rpt2 

 

Decrement and jump if non zero(r2) 

 80 

 

FE 

 SJMP  $ 

 

 

Here the program ends 
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Program to arrange in descending order:- 

Memory 
address 

Hex 
code 

  Label                     Mnemonics       Comments 

 ….  mov  r0,#05H Count(N-1),  array size=N 

 90 

 

…. 

 

…. 

rpt1 mov dptr,#address Array stored from address…. 

 ….  mov  r1,#05H Initialize exchange counter 

 E0 rpt2 movx a, @dptr Get the number from array to 

accumulator 

 F5 

 

50 

 mov b,a Store data to B register from A 

 A3  inc dptr Increment dptr 

 E0  movx a, @dptr Get the number from array to 

accumulator 

 ….  clr c Reset carry flag 

 ….  mov r2,a Store in r2 

 DE  subb a,b a=a-b 

 ….  jc skip Jump if  carry to address 

 ….  mov a,b a=b 

 F0  movx @dptr,a Get the number from accumulator to 

dptr 

 ….  dec dptr Decrement dptr 

 ….  mov a,r2 a=r2 

 F0  movx @dptr,a Get the number from accumulator to 

dptr 

 A3  inc dptr Increment dptr 

 DD 

…. 

skip djnz r1,rpt1 Decrement and jump if non zero(r1) 

 …. 

…. 
 djnz r0,rpt2 

 

Decrement and jump if non zero(r2) 

 80 

 

FE 

 SJMP  $ 

 

 

Here the program ends 

 

RESULT 

Executed the programs and verified the results. 
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EXP: 8                                             BCD TO HEX CODE CONVERSION 

AIM     

 Write a program to convert BCD code to HEX code. 

Program :- 

 

Memory 
address 

Hex  
code 

  Label                 Mnemonics             Comments 

 ....  mov dptr,#40H Two number decimal to be 
converted 

 E0  movx a, @dptr Get the number  to accumulator 

 ….  anl a,#0f0H Perform logic AND operation 

 ….  Swap a Obtain upper decimal value into 
units place 

 ….  mov b,#0aH Move to B register 

 A4  mul ab Multiplication of a and b 

 ….  mov r1,a r1=a 

 E0  movx a, @dptr Get the number  to accumulator 

 ….  anl a,#0f0H Perform logic AND operation 

 ….  add a,r1 a=a+r1 

 A3  inc dptr Increment dptr 

 F0  movx @dptr,a Get the number from accumulator 

to dptr 

 80 
 
FE 

 SJMP  $ 

 
Here the program ends 

 

 

 

RESULT 

Executed the program and verified the result. 
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EXP: 9                                     INTERFACE LED AND MAKE TIME DELAY       

AIM 

Write a program to interface to LED and make time delay. 

Program :- 

Memory 
address 

Hex  
code 

  Label                 Mnemonics             Comments 

 B2 

 

95 

again cpl, p1.4 Complement states of LED(p1.4) 

 79 

 

FF 

 mov r1,FFH Load r1 with FFH(outer loop 

count) 

 78 

 

FF 

loop2 mov r0,FFH Load r0 with FFH(inner loop 

count) 

 00 loop1 nop No operation(for delay generation) 

 D8 

 

FD 

 djnz r0,loop1  Repeat while r0=0 

 00  nop No operation(for delay generation 

 D9 

 

F8 

 djnz r1,loop2 Repeat while r1=0 

 80 

 

F2 

 Sjmp $ again Repeat the process 

 

 

RESULT 

Executed the program and verified the result. 
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EXP: 10                                              INTERFACING OF STEPPER MOTOR     

AIM 

Write a program to interface to a stepper motor with 8051. 

Program :- 

Program to interface stepper motor:- 

Memory 
address 

Hex 
code 

  Label                     Mnemonics       Comments 

 ….  MOV A, #66H     LOAD THE STEP SEQUENCE 

  

….. 

 

BACK 
 
MOV P1,A 

LOAD SEQUENCE TO PORT 

  

…. 
  

RR A 
 
ROTATE CLOCKWISE 

 ….  ACALL DELAY    WAIT FOR IT 

 ….  SJMP BACK    NOW KEEP GOING 

 …..  DELAY  
 

WAIT FOR IT 

 …..  RET RETURN 

 …..  END END OF SEQUENCE 

 …..  H1: 
MOV R3, #255 

 

LOAD R3 TO 255 

 …..  H2: 
DJNZ R3, H2 

DECREMENT R3 AND JUMP IF NON 

ZERO 

 …..  DJNZ R2, H1 DECREMENT R2 AND JUMP IF NON 

ZERO 
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RESULT 

Executed the program and verified the result. 
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EXP: 11                                 STUDY OF PLC  

  

AIM  
To study the PLC and familiarize with PLC kit 

 
RESULT 
To study the PLC and familiarize with PLC kit 
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EXP: 12              NORMALLY OPEN AND CLOSED SWITHES, TWO SWITHES IN SERIES, 

PARALLEL & STAIR CASE WIRING 

  

AIM 
To study the working of normally opened switch and  closed switches, two switches in series, parallel & 

staircase wiring using PLC. 

 

THEORY 
Since we frequently meet with concepts “normally open” and “normally closed” in industrial environment, it’s 
important to know them. Both terms apply to words such as contacts, input, output, etc. (all combinations 
have the same meaning whether we are talking about input, output, contact or something else). 
 Normally open - Is a contact that does not flow current in its normal state.  Energizing it and switching it on will 

close the contact, causing it to allow current flow. 

 

Normally open switch won’t conduct electricity until it is pressed down, and normally closed switch 
will conduct electricity until it is pressed. Good examples for both situations are the doorbell and a 
house alarm. 

Normally closed - Is a contact that flows current in its normal state.  Energizing it and switching it on will open the 

contact, causing it to not allow current flow. 

 
If a normally closed switch is selected, bell will work continually until someone pushes the switch. By 

pushing a switch, contacts are opened and the flow of electricity towards the bell is interrupted. Of course, 

system so designed would not in any case suit the owner of the house. A better choice would certainly be a 

normally open switch. This way bell wouldn’t work until someone pushed the switch button and thus 

informed of his or her presence at the entrance. 

Normally open  

 

Normally closed  

 

Two switches in series 
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Here switches are s1 and s2, a lamp is connected as output. When both switches are OFF condition, the lamp (L) will 

not glow (Dark). When s1 is OFF and s2 is ON, lamp lies on the same condition (Dark). When s1 is ON and s2 is OFF 

lamp remaining in same state (Dark). If both switches are in ON state lamp (L) will glow (Bright). 

In the series connection of switches lamp (L) will glow only if the both switches (s1&s2) are in ON condition. The logic 

AND is performing the same operation in digital systems. 

 

Two switches in parallel 

Here switches are s1 and s2, a lamp is connected as output. When both switches are OFF condition, the lamp (L) will 

not glow (Dark). When s1 is OFF and s2 is ON, lamp changes into glowing (Bright). When s1 is ON and s2 is OFF lamp 

lies on samecondition (Bright). If both switches are in ON state lamp (L) remaining on same state (Bright). 

In the parallel connection of switches lamp (L) will glow if anyone of the switches (s1&s2) are in ON condition. The 

logic OR is performing the same operation in digital systems. 

 

 

 

STAIR CASE WIRING  

 Here switches s1 and s2 are two-way switches; a lamp is connected as output. When both switches are OFF 

condition, the lamp (L) will not glow (Dark). When s1 is OFF and s2 is ON, lamp going to glowingcondition (Bright). 

When s1 is ON and s2 is OFF lamp remaining in same state (Bright). If both switches are in ON state lamp (L) again 

going tonot glowing condition (Dark). 

In the stair case wiring of switches lamp (L) will glow only if the both switches (s1&s2) are in different conditions. The 

logic XOR is performing the same operation in digital systems. 
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RESULT 

Executed the programs and verified the results. 
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EXP: 13                         TIMERS AND COUNTERS 

  

AIM 
To study the working of timers and counters using PLC. 

THEORY 
TIMERS 

Timers are the electronic devices which are working based on time delays. The delay can set previously in its pre-set 

value (PV) input. The major types of timer are on-delay timer and off-delay timer 

On-delay Timer 

Here timer is working to perform a time delay to ON state according to preset value (PV).The most commonly used 

device in relay or PLC systems, after switches and relays, is the timer. The most common timing function is TIME 

DELAY ON. If the signal state of input changes from 0 to 1 (positive edge) timer T is started. If the specified time 

elapses and the switch of input still 1, output Q changes from 0 to 1. If input changes from 1 to 0, the timer is 

stopped. Reset (R)  pin is used to bring the timer into initial stage. 

 

Off-Delay Timer 

Here timer is working to perform a time delay to OFF state according to preset value (PV).The output signal is 1 when 

the input signal is 1 or while the timer is running. The programmed time is started when the input signal changes 

from 1 to 0. Reset (R) is not required for bring the timer into initial stage. 

 

COUNTERS 

Counters are the electronic devices which are working based on counting. Thecount which is to be counted can set 

previously in its pre-set value (PV) input. The major types of counters are up-counter and down-counter. 

Up Counter 

If the input changes 0→1 (positive edge), the timer starts. The up-counter works from zero to pre-set value (PV). It is 

counting upward direction. The Reset instruction resets the accumulated value to 0. It is used to prepare the counter 

for a new count up in the next cycle. 
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Down Counter 

If the input changes 0→1 (positive edge), the timer starts. The down-counter works from  pre-set value (PV) to zero. 

It is counting upward direction. The Reset instruction resets the accumulated value to 0. It is used to prepare the 

counter for a new count down in the next cycle. 

RESULT 

Executed the programs and verified the results. 
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 EXP: 14                            TRAFFIC LIGHT CONTROLLER 

AIM  
To study the working of traffic light controller using PLC. 

THEORY 
It is a four direction based traffic light controller system, which is depend upon the time delay in each direction. In any 

one direction the green LED will glows up to the time delay. After that time delay then the red LED will glows, then 

this conditions change over to another direction. If it is in night time, we will allow all direction without any time 

delay. When all directions lamp will glow in red color and green color. Because of density of travelling people is very 

low in night. 

           

      

 

RESULT 

Executed the program and verified the result. 
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EXP: 15                       DOL STARTER AND STAR-DELTA STARTER 

AIM  
To study the working of DOL starter and star-delta starter using PLC. 

THEORY 
DOL STARTER: 
To start, the contactor is closed, applying full line voltage to the motor windings. The motor will draw a very high 
inrush current for a very short time, the magnetic field in the iron, and then the current will be limited to the 
Locked Rotor Current of the motor. The motor will develop Locked Rotor Torque and begin to accelerate towards 
full speed. As the motor accelerates, the current will begin to drop, but will not drop significantly until the motor 
is at a high speed, typically about 85% of synchronous speed. The actual starting current curve is a function of the 
motor design, and the terminal voltage, and is totally independent of the motor load. 

  The motor load will affect the time taken for the motor to accelerate to full speed and therefore the duration of 
the high starting current, but not the magnitude of the starting current.Provided the torque developed by the 
motor exceeds the load torque at all speeds during the start cycle, the motor will reach full speed. If the torque 
delivered by the motor is less than the torque of the load at any speed during the start cycle, the motor will stops 
accelerating. If the starting torque with a DOL starter is insufficient for the load, the motor must be replaced with 
a motor which can develop a higher starting torque.The acceleration torque is the torque developed by the motor 
minus the load torque, and will change as the motor accelerates due to the motor speed torque curve and the 
load speed torque curve. The start time is dependent on the acceleration torque and the load inertia. 

 STAR-DELTA STARTER: 

his is the reduced voltage starting method. Voltage reduction during star-delta starting is achieved by physically 
reconfiguring the motor windings as illustrated in the figure below. During starting the motor windings are 
connected in star configuration and this reduces the voltage across each winding 3. This also reduces the torque 
by a factor of three. 

Scheme – Working Principle of Star-Delta Starter 

 

After a period of time the winding are reconfigured as delta and the motor runs normally. Star/Delta starters are 
probably the most common reduced voltage starters. They are used in an attempt to reduce the start current 
applied to the motor during start as a means of reducing the disturbances and interference on the electrical 
supply. 
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DOL STARTER: 

 

 

STAR-DELTA STARTER: 

 

 

RESULT 

Executed the program and verified the result. 
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EXP: 15                   3 FLOOR LIFT CONTROLLER 

AIM 
To study the working of 3 floor lift controller using PLC 

THEORY 
With latest developments in science and technology, PLC technologies have been widely applied in industrial control. 
). A lot of factory production lines, processing equipment, ship loading and unloading device, the operation of the 
elevator are controlled by the PLC, as long as the scheduled control tasks are compiled in the form of a string of 
instructions and stored in the memory. It is the job of PLC to drive the output devices in response to input signals 
present at its Input ports. PLC application in elevator systems is also very mature. PLC act as the master controller, 
on one hand it collects a variety of input signals of the elevator, including the location of the elevator, state of the 
signal of internal and external command button, the door lock signal, the door zone signal, forced to slow down ,the 
signal within the wells and fire signals. On the other hand, based on signals it has such as the elevator floor signal 
and speed signal, switch gate signal, the directional relay and brake relay it runs its calculations to control the 
operation of the elevator. Conditional branches are usually used in elevator applications; the program is broken into 
several functional blocks such as normal acceleration, steady speed, slow down and the like. On power on it starts its 
working cycle and scans for inputs and decides what to do based on the program burned into its memory. 

 

 

 

 

RESULT 

Executed the program and verified the result. 
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